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Abstract

The handling of sodium by the renal system is a key indicator of renal function. Alterations in the
corticomedullary distribution of sodium are considered important indicators of pathology in renal diseases.
The derangement of sodium handling can be noninvasively imaged using sodium magnetic resonance
imaging (23Na MRI), with data analysis allowing for the assessment of the corticomedullary sodium
gradient. Here we introduce sodium imaging, describe the existing methods, and give an overview of
preclinical sodium imaging applications to illustrate the utility and applicability of this technique for
measuring renal sodium handling.
This chapter is based upon work from the COST Action PARENCHIMA, a community-driven network

funded by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) program of the European
Union, which aims to improve the reproducibility and standardization of renal MRI biomarkers. This
introduction chapter is complemented by two separate chapters describing the experimental procedure and
data analysis.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we describe renal sodium imaging, as acquired with
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). An introduction to the many
methods that can be used to acquire sodium (23Na) signal is
presented, as well as the postprocessing required to quantitatively
describe the signal in terms of relaxation or concentration. Example
applications of sodium renal imaging are discussed—ranging from
the action of diuretic drugs to early sodium handling alterations in
acute kidney injury. This introduction is complemented by two
separate chapters describing the experimental procedure and data
analysis, which are part of this book.

This chapter is part of the book Pohlmann A, Niendorf T (eds)
(2020) Preclinical MRI of the Kidney—Methods and Protocols.
Springer, New York.
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2 Measurement Concept

2.1 Basic Concept of

Sodium Imaging

Sodium imaging can provide quantitative measures of the 23Na
concentration in tissue [1]. It utilizes the signal from the sodium
nucleus, found in both the intra- and extracellular compartments,
to acquire images of the 23Na biodistribution. Due to the low
natural abundance of biological sodium, in comparison to water,
as well as a rapid quadrupolar relaxation and lower gyromagnetic
ratio (spin ¼ 3

2, γ ¼ 11:262MHz
T ), approximately ¼ of protons, the

signal available is much lower than that of conventional 1H MRI
[2]. The fast quadrupolar relaxation recovers some of the disadvan-
tages of imaging 23Na, as very short repetition times (TR) can be
used, albeit the ultrafast T ∗

2 relaxation imposing constraints on the
imaging technique used. Commonly, the total (meaning from both
the intra- and extracellular compartments) sodium signal is
acquired through the use of surface or RF volume coils, at high
magnetic field strengths (3–9.4 T) using gradient echo-based imag-
ing technique [3–6]. It is possible to suppress some of the extracel-
lular signal, to give an “intracellular weighted” image, with
advanced techniques such as inversion signal nulling or triple quan-
tum filtering (TQF) [7, 8]. An estimate of the difference in the
intra- and extracellular compartment sizes is feasible through the
use of T ∗

2 mapping [9]. It is noted that no current use of TQF or
inversion recovery signal nulling have been undertaken in renal
studies; however, there are a number of publications in neurological
work [8, 10, 11].

2.2 Sodium Imaging

Methods

There are a number of imaging methods available for mapping the
biodistribution of sodium in the renal system. The sodium signal
detected in a simple imaging experiment is a combination of intra-
and extracellular compartments, termed the “total” sodium signal.
The three main methods used to differentiate the intra- and extra-
cellular sodium signals are triple quantum filtering, inversion recov-
ery fluid attenuation (IR), and T∗

2 mapping.

2.2.1 Sodium MRI

Hardware

For signal reception, the MR scanners need to be equipped by RF
transmitters and receive RF coils tuned to the resonance frequency
of the sodium nuclei at the respective magnetic field strength.
Today, such extensions are supported by some vendors of preclini-
cal systems. In the following, hardware developments for quantita-
tive 23Na-MRI in preclinical are briefly outlined.

For the first time, Barberi et al. introduced the transmit-only
receive-only (TORO) system, the so-called dual radiofrequency
(RF) resonator, which is based on the idea of separated transmit
and receive RF elements [12]. In contrast to the standard RF
resonators in transceiver (TXRX) mode (e.g., surface coil or
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birdcage), the dual RF resonator allows for both a homogeneous
transmit B1

+ field and a highly sensitive receive B1
� field [12, 13].

Kalacycian et al. developed a homogeneous transmit-only vol-
ume resonator and a highly sensitive RO surface resonator for renal
23Na-MRI for 3 T or 9.4 T MRI scanners [14]. For this setup the
sensitivity correction needs to be performed only for the receive
profile. Furthermore, the dual resonator allows for increased 23Na-
MR signal sensitivity due to the localized signal detection using RO
surface coils. For the dedicated task of bilateral kidney imaging, a
dual resonator system (TORO) including a two-element phased
array at 9.4 T and a receiver saddle shaped RF resonator at 3 T was
implemented [13]. These systems were tailored for measuring the
absolute renal TSC in rat kidney models with high spatiotemporal
resolution, and high concentration measurement accuracy.

2.2.2 Total Sodium

Imaging

Total sodium imaging is typically performed using a gradient echo-
based technique. To ensure that the conversion from the imaging
signal to the sodium concentration is accurate, a repetition time of
approximately 2.5 times the T1 of tissue sodium (approximately
25 ms at 3 T, and longer at higher field strengths) is essential.
Further optimization of the sequence readout can be undertaken
to capture the fast T ∗

2 relaxation of the sodium nucleus. For
example, an ultrashort echo time (UTE) approach such as radial
or twisted projection imaging is preferred over conventional Carte-
sian strategies. Due to the inherent low SNR of sodium acquisi-
tions, it is common to average a number of sodium scans from the
same subject; however, this may lead to long scan times.

An example of total sodium imaging pulse sequence, and renal
images, are provided in Figs. 1a and 2.

2.2.3 Triple Quantum

Filtering (TQF)

Due to the 3
2 spin of the sodium nucleus, a biexponential T∗

2 is
exhibited by the isotope. A single excitation with a 90-degree hard
pulse causes a transition of spins between the outer spin states
(32 to 1

2 and � 1
2 to� 3

2) as well as the inner states (12 to� 1
2 ). The

outer spin states exhibit a faster T ∗
2 decay than the inner. Using

phase-cycled radiofrequency pulses it is possible to isolate the signal
of slow-moving spins in the intracellular compartment, while
removing the extracellular contribution [15].

There are a number of limitations to TQF though. The chal-
lenges include long scan times and high energy deposition required
due to a large SNR penalty of the TQF technique. Furthermore,
inhomogeneity in main magnetic field distribution can lead to
spurious results, with corrections in reconstruction required to
counter the B0-nonuniformity effects [10]. An example triple
quantum filtering sodium imaging pulse sequence is shown in
Fig. 1b.
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2.2.4 Inversion Recovery Utilizing the difference in T1 between bound and unbound
sodium, it is possible to null the signal contribution fluid compart-
ment using an inversion pulse, whilst retaining the bound signal, as
described through Eqs. 1 and 2 [7].

S TIð Þ ¼ S0 1� exp � TI
T 1

� �� �
ð1Þ

TInull ¼ ln 2ð ÞT Fluid
1 ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Sodium imaging pulse sequences. (a) Total sodium imaging sequence using a 3D GRE readout.
TR ¼ Repetition time, TE ¼ Echo time. (b) Triple Quantum Filtered sodium imaging pulse sequence using a
3D GRE readout. α¼ phase of pulse 1, T1¼Mixing time 1, T2¼Mixing time 2. (c) Inversion prepared sodium
imaging pulse sequence. TI ¼ Inversion preparation time (determined experimentally)

Fig. 2 Example rodent renal 1H (left) and sodium (right) imaging acquired at 9.4 T
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where TI is the inversion time, T1 is the relaxation constant of free
sodium, S0 is the initial sodium NMR signal, and S(TI) is the signal
at TI. An example of an inversion recovery sodium imaging tech-
nique is illustrated in Fig. 1c.

2.2.5 T2* Mapping T ∗
2 mapping is performed with either a multiecho based gradient

echo sequence, or many individual scans with an incremented echo
time (TE). It is currently thought that the shorter T ∗

2 component
(1-5 ms at 3 T) is derived from the intracellular compartment, and
the longer (10–30 ms at 3 T) from the extracellular compartment
[9, 16]. T2* mapping therefore could be sensitive to changes in the
intracellular–extracellular renal sodium balance.

A multiecho or incremented echo series can be used to derive
both the pool sizes and T∗

2 time constant for each compartment
through Eq. 3.

S TEð Þ ¼ a exp � TE

T ∗
2,Short

 !
þ b exp � TE

T ∗
2,Long

 ! !
ð3Þ

where S(TE) is the signal at a given echo time, a and b are the intra-
and extracellular pool sizes, respectively, and T∗

2,Short and T ∗
2,Long

are the biexponential relaxation constants.

2.3 Imaging Readout Due to the rapid decay of the sodium signal, fast gradient echo-
based imaging methods are commonly employed for data acquisi-
tion. A large number of encoding schemes are present in the litera-
ture, encompassing Cartesian and non-Cartesian imaging
[17]. Below is a summary of most frequently applied methods.

2.3.1 3D Cartesian

Imaging

The majority of preclinical imaging has been undertaken with 3D
gradient echo Cartesian imaging, whereby a volume of k-space is
sampled using trapezoidal readout gradients. Due to the ease of
implementation on a preclinical system, this has been the sequence
of choice for a number studies in rodents [3–5]. However, as Carte-
sian imaging requires encoding in ky and kz directions prior to data
acquisition, the minimum echo time available for imaging is substan-
tially longer than in other methods available for use in future studies.

2.3.2 Ultrashort Echo

Time (UTE) Imaging

In order to shorten the echo time of acquisition, thereby increasing
the total signal available for sampling, non-Cartesian imaging tra-
jectories can be employed. Non-Cartesian trajectories are less com-
monly used in imaging, and require special design of magnetic field
gradient waveforms and a more sophisticated reconstruction pro-
cess. However, with a very short minimum echo time, 3D
non-Cartesian trajectories are better suited for probing the fast-
relaxing sodium signal. Where a 3D Cartesian sequence requires
localisation in ky and kz prior to data acquisition, a 3D
non-Cartesian acquisition starts each excitation at the center of k-
space, and data are simultaneously acquired in kx, ky, and kz. To
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ensure short TE in UTE imaging a hard RF pulse is commonly used
to excite all spins in the imaging volume. A number of trajectories
used for non-Cartesian data readout are available from literature,
for example radial imaging, twisted projection imaging (TPI), den-
sity adapted radial (DAR) imaging, and 3D CONES, briefly
described in the following.

Twisted projection imaging (TPI)was first described by Fernando
Boada in 1997, as an extension to 2D TWIRL imaging [18]. The
technique utilizes a hybrid radial-spiral sampling of k-space, allowing
for acceleration in comparison to radial imaging with an underdamp-
ing factor defined during trajectory construction. TPI requires high
gradient slew rates for image acquisition, due to the sharp transition
between the radial and spiral potions of the trajectory. Further opti-
mizations to the trajectory can be made by optimizing maximum
gradient amplitudes throughout scan time [19].

Density adapted radial (DAR) trajectories are described in
work by Nagel, whereby concentric rings of k-space are acquired
with a radial readout. DAR allows for under sampling of k-space,
shortening acquisition times in comparison to radial imaging [20].

The 3D cones approach was initially described for UTE proton
imaging and has found applications in sodium acquisitions
[21, 22]. Due to the high k-space efficiency of the trajectory, it is
possible to acquire a full imaging volume in a very short time,
leading to rapid high resolution imaging [23]. However, due to
the high k-space efficiency, the SNR of each volume is lower than a
radial acquisition; therefore, it is common practice to perform a
number of spatial averages in a single acquisition.

2.4 Reconstruction There are three main methods for reconstruction of sodium imag-
ing data, depending on the acquisition scheme used. If Cartesian
data is acquired, a Fourier transform is applied in all dimensions (x,
y,z,t). If non-Cartesian acquisitions are employed more complex
reconstruction strategies such as gridding or nonuniform fast Four-
ier transforms are used. Compensation for the oversampling of the
center of k-space is performed in non-Cartesian imaging using
precalculated density compensation functions (see Note 1).

2.5 Sodium

Phantoms

External calibration phantoms are used to convert sodium imaging
data to quantitative maps, with voxels fitted to a calibration curve
formed from measurements of signal from known concentration
phantoms as well as from regions of noise in the image.

Phantoms are generally made from agarose doped with sodium
chloride, to ensure a T1 and T2 that mimic that of tissue. However,
other designs are also possible. Phantoms are placed within the
imaging field of view before the start of the experiment to ensure
that signal is acquired from both tissue and calibration standards in
the same exam.
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2.6 Segmentation Segmentation of the kidney is commonly achieved through region
of interests initially drawn on proton anatomical imaging and trans-
ferred to the sodium images. Other methods have been proposed
for the segmentation of the renal system, in particular to measure
the corticomedullary sodium gradient, focusing on defining layers
of the kidney from an initial whole kidney region [24].

3 Overview of Applications

3.1 Total sodium

Imaging for Assessing

Alterations in the

Corticomedullary

sodium Gradient

The corticomedullary sodium gradient has been studied with
sodium imaging in a number of healthy and pathological scenarios
[3–5, 25–29]. Broadly, the current preclinical literature focuses
either on the action of diuretic drugs upon the sodium gradient, or
upon acute tubular necrosis. The action of furosemide has been
estimated by acquiring longitudinal imaging before and after the
introductionof the acute diuretic. Furosemide acts as a loopdiuretic,
halting reabsorption of sodium through the loop of Henley, leading
to acute diuresis. Results from studies have shown the capability of
sodiumMRI to detect the acute renal sodium alterations induced by
furosemide, revealing a flattening of the corticomedullary sodium
gradient within minutes of administration [3, 4, 26].

Studies focusing upon the early formation of acute kidney
injury through tubular necrosis have revealed alterations in the
sodium gradient, with a decreased gradient in the damaged
kidney [5].

3.2 Potential Future

Applications of sodium

Imaging

Although the literature is limited to the current applications of
renal sodium imaging, there is a large scope for further preclinical
studies demonstrating the power of this technique to probe disease
formation. In particular, the formation of acute kidney disease and
chronic kidney disease remain prime targets for further 23Na MRI
studies.

3.3 Acute Kidney

Disease

Acute kidney disease is heralded by a sudden loss of renal function,
and impaired reabsorption of electrolytes such as urea and sodium
[30]. Indeed, this is a key clinical problem, with a number of
patients diagnosed upon admission with AKI and leads to high
mortality rates. AKI can occur over a number of hours or days,
and is heralded by an decrease of the glomerular filtration rate,
leading to retention of nitrogenous waste [31]. Due to the increase
in waste retention, common methods for diagnosis are serum-
based measures of creatinine clearance and blood nitrogen
[31]. Further to the increase in the retention of waste, sodium
reabsorption is impaired in AKI. An initial sodium imaging study
showed a flattening of the corticomedullary sodium gradient
[32]. A particular challenge in diagnosis and management of AKI
is the direct estimation of renal health and function pre- and post-
therapy, with many imaging methods either requiring the
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introduction of potentially hazardous contrast agents, or unable to
provide physiological information [33]. Here sodium imaging may
provide a more specific measure of renal health. The initial imaging
study, mentioned above, offers a potential for further studies asses-
sing therapeutic response [32]. Assessing the angle of the cortico-
medullary sodium gradient may also provide insights in to the
degree of the insult that the disrupted kidney is facing.

3.4 Chronic Kidney

Disease

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is characterized by a gradual loss of
kidney function over time, leading to a decrease in the intrarenal
transport of metabolites such as urea and sodium [34, 35]. A chal-
lenge in this disease is, as with AKI, both monitoring disease
progression and estimating therapeutic response. Sodium imaging
has the potential to evaluate renal function via the corticomedullary
sodium gradient, to differentiate the earliest changes in the meta-
bolic and functional mismatch that occur in the renal system prior
to the development of kidney disease [28, 32, 36]. The use of a
combined multimodal anatomical and functional imaging approach
with methods such as sodium, arterial spin labeling, BOLD,
dynamic contrast enhanced imaging, and diffusion weighted imag-
ing may provide a more complete picture of the alterations in renal
function in relation to chronic kidney disease [24, 36–42].

4 Notes

1. Example gridding and density compensation calculation func-
tions used for the reconstruction of data acquired with
non-Cartesian trajectories can be found at https://www.
ismrm.org/mri_unbound/sequence.htm.
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